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In the companion article (Hampson et al., 1998), the ampakine
CX516 (Cortex Pharmaceuticals) was shown to produce a
marked facilitation of performance of a spatial delayed-
nonmatch-to-sample (DNMS) task in rats. Injections of the drug
before each daily session produced a marked and progressive
improvement in performance at longer delays (.5 sec) that
persisted for 7 d after drug treatment was terminated. In most
animals (n 5 9) the increase in performance carried over to the
intervening vehicle for days, whereas in others (n 5 3) the
effects dissipated within the session according to the pharma-
cological half-life of CX516. In this article we report firing cor-
relates of simultaneously recorded cells in the CA1 and CA3
fields of the hippocampus over the period in which DNMS
performance was facilitated by CX516. Sample and Delay pe-
riod firing was enhanced by 100–350% under CX516 and in-

creased progressively over days as did DNMS performance.
The firing increases were restricted to correct trials only and
were largest on trials with long delays. Firing in the intertrial
interval was also altered, but in a manner consistent with a
previously demonstrated reduction in between-trial proactive
interference by CX516. Finally, in animals in which the effects of
CX516 were restricted to when the drug was actually present
(i.e., no carryover effects), increased cell firing also paralleled
the time course of the performance increase. Results are dis-
cussed with respect to the actions of ampakines on hippocam-
pal cellular and synaptic processes that underlie DNMS
performance.
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Extensive electrophysiological investigations in rodents and mon-
keys show that hippocampal neurons are “engaged” during
“delay”-type memory tasks (Cahusac et al., 1989; Miller et al.,
1991, 1996; Otto and Eichenbaum, 1992; Hampson et al., 1993;
Rolls et al., 1993; Colombo and Gross, 1994). This suggests that
hippocampal neurons may encode relevant aspects of tasks in
which retention of specific information across an interposed delay
interval is required. However, unlike in monkeys (Watanabe and
Niki, 1985; Cahusac et al., 1993; Nishijo et al., 1993; Ono et al.,
1993; Rolls et al., 1993; Colombo and Gross, 1994) and possibly
humans (Fried et al., 1997), spatial attributes of stimulus situa-
tions in rodents appear to be encoded with a marked priority over
nonspatial features by hippocampal neurons (cf. Muller, 1996),
although nonspatial, task-relevant correlates have been reported
in rodents during delay-type tasks (Otto et al., 1992; Sakurai,
1990; Deadwyler et al., 1996a). If hippocampal removal is neces-
sary but not sufficient to show marked memory deficits (Squire,
1992; Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1993), then it follows that hip-
pocampal neuronal activity must be only one link in many differ-
ent circuits involved in neural representation of information dur-
ing short-term memory tasks (Fuster, 1997).

Recent studies (Deadwyler et al., 1996a) have identified a

major involvement of hippocampal neurons in the spatial delayed-
nonmatch-to-sample (DNMS) task described in the companion
article (Hampson et al., 1998). Ensemble-type analyses of multi-
neuron recordings revealed that hippocampal cells encode fea-
tures within the DNMS task consistent with dichotomized repre-
sentation(s) of critical elements (i.e., sample vs nonmatch phase,
left vs right lever position, etc.) necessary for effective perfor-
mance (Deadwyler and Hampson, 1995). Error analyses using
ensemble-derived firing components identified consistent rela-
tionships between strength of encoding of the Sample stimulus
and performance on correct versus error trials (Hampson and
Deadwyler, 1996a). It was determined therefore that hippocam-
pal ensembles represent task relevant features via changes in
spatiotemporal discharge patterns for specific events within that
trial (Deadwyler et al., 1996a). The marked facilitation of DNMS
task performance produced by the ampakine CX516 reported in
the companion article (Hampson et al., 1998) affords a unique
opportunity to assess directly whether changes in hippocampal
neuronal activity are functionally associated with behavioral im-
provement (rather than impairment) in the same short-term
memory task. If previous studies of hippocampal neuronal activ-
ity in this task are representative, then facilitation of performance
by CX516 should be manifested by enhanced electrophysiological
correlates of successful DNMS performance (Deadwyler et al.,
1996a,b; Hampson and Deadwyler, 1996a; Deadwyler and Hamp-
son, 1997).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Detailed descriptions of the apparatus, behavioral training, and drug
preparation have been included in the companion paper (Hampson et al.,
1998). Briefly, male Long–Evans rats (n 5 18; age, 200–250 d) were
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water-deprived but allowed free access to food, with a 20–22 hr water
deprivation regimen throughout the duration of DNMS training and
recording. All animals were trained to the same criteria of 85% correct
responses (on DNMS trials with delays of 1–5 sec) before and after
surgery was performed (Hampson et al., 1998). The apparatus was a 43 3
43 3 53 cm Plexiglas behavioral testing chamber with retractable levers
mounted on opposite halves of a wall, a water trough mounted between
the levers, a nosepoke device on the opposite wall, a cue light positioned
immediately above the nosepoke device, and house lights and “white
noise” speaker mounted on top of the chamber. The apparatus was
controlled by a minicomputer that collected behavioral and electrophys-
iological data onto computer disks.

Behavior. Animals were trained in the DNMS task as described in
Hampson et al. (1998). DNMS trials were initiated by the extension of a
single left or right lever, signaling the start of the Sample phase. After the
Sample response (SR), the lever was retracted, and the Delay phase was
initiated with the illumination of the cue light. The length of delay varied
from 1 to 40 sec on any trial, and the animal was required to nosepoke
while the cue light was on to complete the delay. At the completion of the
delay interval, the animal had to nosepoke once more [last nosepoke
(LNP)] to extinguish the cue light and start the Recognition phase in
which both levers were extended simultaneously. A response on the
opposite lever to the SR, i.e., a Nonmatch response (NR), was rewarded,
whereas a response on the same lever as the SR resulted in no reinforce-
ment and a 5 sec “time-out,” during which chamber lighting was extin-
guished. A new trial was initiated after the 10 sec intertrial interval (ITI)
after a correct trial, or 5 sec ITI after the timeout following an error trial.

Drug preparation and administration. Stock solutions of CX516 (35
mg/ml) were prepared in a 25% w/v solution of cyclodextrin vehicle
(2-hydroxypropyl-b-cyclodextrin; Research Biochemicals, Natick, MA),
and sonicated to ensure thorough mixing of the solution. Animals re-
ceived 1 ml/kg intraperitoneal injections of the 35 mg/ml CX516 stock
solution (for a total of 35 mg/kg) on drug administration days, or 1 ml/kg
intraperitoneal injections of 25% w/v cyclodextrin solution on vehicle-
only days. All injections were given ;5 min before the start of the
behavioral session. Vehicle solutions were prepared every 5 d, and
CX516 solutions were prepared fresh on the day of administration.

Surgery. Each animal was anesthetized with ketamine (100 mg/kg) and
xylazine (10 mg/kg) and stereotaxically implanted with a specially de-
signed multiple microwire (50 mm) electrode array (NBLabs, Denison,
TX) (Deadwyler et al., 1996a). The array was positioned at the time of
surgery with the tips of the electrodes above or within the cell layers of
the CA1 and CA3 subfields of the hippocampus. The center pair of array
electrodes was positioned at coordinates 3.8 mm posterior to bregma, 3.0
mm left of midline. The longitudinal axis of the area was angled 30° from
midline, with posterior electrode sites more lateral than anterior sites.
The array was driven in 25 mm steps to a depth of 3.0–4.0 mm for CA3
leads, with the CA1 leads automatically positioned 1.2–1.4 mm higher.
Neural activity from the microwire electrodes was monitored throughout
surgery to ensure placement near the hippocampal cell layers (Heyser et al.,
1993; Deadwyler et al., 1996a). After array placement, the cranium was
sealed with bone wax and dental cement, and the animal was allowed to
recover. The scalp wound was treated periodically with Neosporin anti-
biotic, and animals were given an injection of Crysticillin (penicillin G,
300,000 U) to prevent infection. All animal care and experimental
procedures conformed to National Institutes of Health and Society for
Neuroscience guidelines for care and use of experimental animals.

Multi-neuron recording technique. Neural activity (extracellular action
potentials, or “spikes”) and behavioral responses were digitized and
time-stamped for computer processing in relation to successive behav-
ioral “events” within each DNMS trial. Six to nine neurons, one from
each wire, were isolated and selected for analysis from the 16 different
locations on the recording array (Hampson et al., 1992, 1993, 1994).
Neuronal action potentials were digitized at 40 kHz and isolated by
time-amplitude window discrimination as well as computer-identified
individual waveform characteristics via a Spectrum Scientific Spike
Sorter (Plexon, Dallas, TX). Identified spikes from selected wires were
“tracked” from session to session by waveform and firing characteristics
within the task (perievent histograms). It is possible that the neuronal
spikes discriminated on a given wire may not have consistently identified
the same neuron (McNaughton et al., 1983). However, only spike wave-
forms with associated firing rates and perievent histograms (i.e., behav-
ioral correlates) that were consistent across sessions were included in the
analysis. The likelihood that the same 10 neurons were not continuously

recorded under these conditions was considered extremely low (Hamp-
son and Deadwyler, 1996a).

Analysis. Changes in neural firing rates were analyzed for statistically
significant differences via two- and three-way ANOVA. Measurements of
single neuron firing rate included mean (6SEM) firing rate within
defined intervals (i.e., across delays in 5–10 sec blocks, or across the ITI),
mean firing rate before, during, and after fixed behavioral events (i.e.,
61.5 sec around SR or NR), and peak firing rate at fixed behavioral
events (i.e., SR or NR). Firing rates were analyzed by multivariate firing
tendencies. Individual mean comparisons used pairwise linear contrasts
within the ANOVA.

RESULTS
Effects of CX516 on hippocampal cell firing during
DNMS performance
The following questions were the most critically relevant to the
effects of CX516 on hippocampal activity during DNMS perfor-
mance: (1) was the improvement in behavioral performance
associated with administration of CX516 always accompanied by
a change in task-relevant firing of hippocampal neurons, and
conversely (2) were there circumstances in which the effects of
CX516 on DNMS performance could be dissociated from the
effects on hippocampal cellular activity?

The effects of CX516 on hippocampal firing were assessed
initially via standard two- and three-way ANOVA tests of changes
in firing rate of 56 individual neurons recorded in the “carryover”
group of the nine different animals discussed in the companion
article (Hampson et al., 1998). There was a highly significant main
effect (F(15,800) 5 101.47; p , 0.001) of CX516 treatment on
overall mean firing rate within the trial (across all treatments,
animals, and sessions) that was accompanied by significant, simple
effect influences of drug administration (treated vs untreated
animals: F(2,800) 5 526.19; p , 0.001), stage of testing (i.e., Pre-,
during, or Post-CX516 administration: F(7,800) 5 112.27; p ,
0.001), and significant session 3 drug interaction (F(22,800) 5 30.0;
p , 0.001). There were no significant differences in mean firing
rate across animals in the Pre-CX516 condition (F(47,800) 5 1.53;
NS), nor were there significant animal 3 drug or animal 3 session
interactions (F(47,800) # 1.21; NS). Specific comparisons showed
highly significant differences in overall firing within a trial be-
tween the CX516 versus the vehicle Control group (F(1,800) 5
169.31; p , 0.001) and between Pre-CX516 versus Post-CX516 in
the CX516 group (F(1,800) 5 122.11; p , 0.001) but not between
the Control and Pre-CX516 condition (F(1,800) 5 181.96; p ,
0.001).

As reported previously (Deadwyler et al., 1996b, 1997), the
major increases in firing were during the Sample (Pre-CX516 5
2.73 6 0.21 Hz; Post-CX516 5 8.81 6 0.43 Hz; F(1,800) 5 217.0;
p , 0.001), Delay (Pre-CX516 5 1.75 6 0.27 Hz; Post-CX516 5
5.45 6 0.42 Hz; F(1,800) 5 80.61; p , 0.001), and Recognition
(Pre-CX516 5 4.07 6 0.41 Hz; Post-CX516 5 11.41 6 0.61 Hz;
F(1,800) 5 317.28; p , 0.001) phases of the DNMS trial. Back-
ground firing rate, assessed 5–15 sec after the Sample response
(SR) and in the post-Recognition phase, was not significantly
different (see below).

Changes in task-specific firing across days of
CX516 administration
In the companion article (Hampson et al., 1998), behavioral
performance was enhanced across the time period of CX516
administration (days 8–25; Fig. 1A). Within-trial firing character-
istics were assessed by plotting the mean change in firing across
all neurons during different phases of the task on days when
CX516 was administered and on intervening vehicle days. Figure
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1B shows the associated changes in mean firing rates in the three
main phases of the DNMS trial (Sample, Delay, and Recognition)
for the 56 neurons recorded from the same nine animals shown in
Figure 1A. The separate curves reflect a 222% mean increase in

Sample (SP–SR interval; Fig. 2) phase firing (F(1,800) 5 53.64; p ,
0.001), a 205% mean increase (F(1,800) 5 45.13; p , 0.001) in
Delay (SR–LNP) interval firing, and a 180% mean increase
(F(1,800) 5 35.18; p , 0.001) in firing in the Recognition (LNP–

Figure 1. Time course of change in DNMS performance and concomitant hippocampal cell firing during CX516 testing. A, Mean DNMS performance
over the entire 32 d testing period (Pre, CX516, and Post) (Hampson et al., 1998) for the CX516 carryover (n 5 9; open circles, drug days; filled circles,
vehicle-only days) and vehicle control (n 5 6; filled squares) groups. Error bars indicate largest SEM for each group. Vertical lines demarcate CX516
treatment period. Asterisks indicate individual sessions with significant increase in performance from Control group. *p , 0.01; **p , 0.001. B, Change
in hippocampal cell firing rate in Sample (triangles), Delay (circles), and Recognition (diamonds) phases of the DNMS task plotted over the 32 d testing
period. Means calculated for 56 hippocampal neurons (6 per animal) in CX516 group. Filled squares show mean firing rate in the Delay phase of the
DNMS task for 24 other neurons recorded from six animals in the Control group. All firing rates are plotted as percentage of predrug baseline firing
rate (100%) across animals. Symbols and vertical lines same as in A. Asterisks indicate individual sessions with significant firing rate increases over Control
group. *p , 0.01; **p , 0.001. C, Performance data for the same nine animals in the CX516 group as in A sorted according to performance at different
delays [same as Fig. 4 in companion article (Hampson et al., 1998)]. Performance is plotted as percent increase over predrug baseline for each delay in
CX516 group only. Asterisks indicate significant increases in individual session performance from Control. *p , 0.01; **p , 0.001. D, Mean change in
firing rate for the neurons shown in B plotted for the same delay intervals as shown in C as percentage of Pre-CX516 firing. Open symbols indicate drug
days; filled symbols indicate vehicle days. All symbols represent the average of mean rate for all 56 neurons. Error bars represent largest SEMs per curve.
Asterisks indicate significant increases in firing from Control group. *p , 0.01; **p , 0.001.
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NR) phase across all test sessions (days 9–25). In contrast, the
lack of an increase in DNMS performance in the Control group
(Fig. 1A) was mirrored by the absence of a significant change in
firing rate (n 5 6 animals; 24 neurons; F(1,800) 5 0.71; NS) at any
time over the entire testing period.

As shown in Figure 1B, the CX516-related firing increase in
each phase of the task was not the same, as indicated by the
different time course of changes across testing days for each phase
of the DNMS task. Significant changes in firing rate from Pre-
CX516 and the Control group means appeared first in the Sample
phase on day 11 (Fig. 1B, asterisk) (.75% increase; p , 0.01),
followed by increased Delay interval firing (day 13) and finally by
elevations in the Recognition phase (day 15). It is important to
note that the order of these firing increases did not differ across
animals, indicating that the phase-related sequence of changes
represented a similar process in each animal. Figure 1B also
shows sustained increased firing as a physiological correlate of the
behavioral “carryover” effect on intervening vehicle days during
CX516 administration described in the companion article
(Hampson et al., 1998). The “carryover” effect was manifested in
hippocampal cell firing in all three phases of the task. In addition,
firing was maintained in all three phases on the 7 Post-CX516
days after drug termination (days 26–32) at the same firing rate
(Sample . Delay . Recognition), as seen on the final days of
CX516 administration (Fig. 1B).

In the companion article (Hampson et al., 1998), it was also
noted that an important feature of the influence of ampakines on
performance was the differential improvement with respect to
length of delay on a given trial. DNMS performance was en-
hanced more on trials with longer (16–35 sec) versus shorter
(6–15 sec) delays over the time course of CX516 administration
and afterward as shown in Figure 1C. Figure 1D shows the
corresponding effect of Delay on firing rate for the same trials as
shown in Figure 1C. The rank order of firing increase across the
Delay categories was the same as for behavioral performance
during the administration of CX516. As with DNMS perfor-
mance, these increases in Delay firing persisted after CX516
treatment was terminated. Comparison of Pre- versus Post-
CX516 firing on trials with delay intervals of 1–5 sec showed no
significant differences in accordance with the behavioral data
(Pre-CX516 5 1.23 6 0.16 Hz; Post-CX516 5 1.72 6 0.13 Hz;
F(1,800) 5 2.09; NS). Trials with delay intervals of 6–10 sec showed
slightly larger differences (Pre-CX516 5 1.29 6 0.14 Hz; Post-
CX516 5 2.13 6 0.15 Hz; F(1,800) 5 6.25; p , 0.02), compared
with marginal changes in performance (Fig. 1C). However, on
trials with delay intervals .10 sec, firing was significantly in-
creased by CX516, including the 11–15 sec (Pre-CX516 5 1.22 6
0.11 Hz; Post-CX516 5 2.45 6 0.14 Hz; F(1,800) 5 7.52; p , 0.01),
16–20 sec (Pre-CX516 5 1.42 6 0.16 Hz; Post-CX516 5 3.51 6
0.13 Hz; F(1,800) 5 21.27; p , 0.01), 21–30 sec (Pre-CX516 5
1.52 6 0.13 Hz; Post-CX516 5 4.46 6 0.25 Hz; F(1,800) 5 50.90;
p , 0.001), and 31–35 sec (Pre-CX516 5 1.95 6 0.23 Hz;
Post-CX516 5 6.41 6 0.27 Hz; F(1,800) 5 117.14; p , 0.001) Delay
intervals. Firing on trials with delays of 36–40 sec did not differ
from 31–35 sec (i.e., Post-CX516, 36–40 sec; mean rate 5 6.79 6
0.30 Hz; F(1,800) 5 2.17; NS), which corresponded to the fact that
behavior performance on trials with 36–40 sec delays did not
differ significantly from Pre-CX516 levels (Hampson et al., 1998).
Firing on trials with delays ,16 sec was not significantly elevated
until after day 20, as compared with day 13 for longer delays (.16
sec), suggesting that the same process did not underlie the firing
increase at longer versus shorter delay intervals.

Figure 2 shows firing in six different simultaneously recorded
neurons from a single animal in the carryover group. Averaged
trial-based histograms (TBHs) are shown for only 30–40 sec
delay trials, before and after CX516 administration. Superim-
posed individual waveforms of the six simultaneously recorded
neurons are shown at the right of each respective TBH. The two
sessions illustrated were recorded on day 8 Pre-CX516 and day 25
CX516, a span of 18 d over which trial-specific firing increased in
each neuron. It is clear that the differential firing tendencies,
especially in the Sample and Recognition phases of the task and
the later portions of the Delay (20–30 sec), were markedly in-
creased after CX516 administration (CX516 in Fig. 2). Neurons
2 and 3 showed modest firing increases during appropriate task-
relevant events (SR, Delay, NR) in the Pre-CX516 period that
were substantially elevated after CX516 administration. Other
neurons in the same ensemble showed only marginal differential
firing at very low rates in the Pre-CX516 period but were drasti-
cally altered by CX516 administration (Fig. 2, CX516, neurons 4,
5, and 6). Figure 2 illustrates the fact that (1) background firing
rate was slightly elevated across all recorded cells after CX516
exposure; (2) cells with only marginal firing tendencies before
CX516 were substantially altered in task-relevant discharge char-
acteristics; (3) robust firing cells before CX516 also showed
increases, but the change was less dramatic; and (4) the pattern of
firing across neurons became much more “coherent” during the
DNMS trial after CX516 exposure. The consistency in recorded
waveforms makes it likely that the same neurons were recorded
over the 18 d testing period.

The composite TBHs summed over all six neurons, at the
bottom of Figure 2, show that CX516 altered quantitatively the
nature of ensemble firing but preserved the same qualitative
features as before drug treatment. Figure 3 shows the develop-
ment of firing rate increases in the TBHs of three simultaneously
recorded neurons in a different animal over days 9–15 of CX516
administration and illustrates that elevated firing in the same
neurons “carried over” to intervening vehicle days.

CX516-induced changes from simple to complex
firing patterns
Encoding of left or right lever position in the TBHs was deter-
mined to be represented within neurons by distinctly different
temporal discharge patterns in the SR. Figure 4 shows the dis-
tinction between Left and Right trials with respect to firing of a
single neuron recorded before (Pre) and after CX516 adminis-
tration. It is clear that before CX516 the cell fired only during the
SR (Fig. 4; Left TBH), with differential peak latencies (asterisks)
for left and right SRs, respectively, and no increased firing in
either the Delay or the Recognition phases of the task on either
trial type. This type of firing pattern has been defined as “single-
event,” in that it distinguishes only one event within the trial (i.e.,
left lever position) from its complement (right lever position) on
the other type of trial. After CX516, discharge increased in the
other two phases, including Sample, with peak latency differences
for different lever positions maintained. Robust firing also oc-
curred in the Delay and Recognition phases, with position differ-
entiated by firing intensity (NR amplitude) rather than latency.
The emergence of firing at multiple phases of the task, with
maintained differentiation with respect to position and other task
characteristics, illustrates the transition from single- to “multi-
event” firing in the same neuron after exposure to CX516. The
change in proportion of single-event to multi-event firing across
all neurons was an increase from 29% in Pre-CX516 sessions to
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Figure 2. Change in trial-based histograms (TBHs) for a selected ensemble of six hippocampal CA3 and CA1 neurons recorded simultaneously in a
single (carryover) animal before and after administration of CX516. Left, The top six traces represent TBHs for individual neurons recorded
simultaneously from an ensemble. TBHs were constructed from 30–40 sec DNMS trials recorded on day 8 (Pre CX516 ). Activity was summed across
all trials (i.e., one session), grouped in 100 msec bins, and plotted continuously in time within the DNMS trial as mean spikes/second. The composite
firing for the entire ensemble is shown in the bottom TBH (Ensemble) by averaging of the above TBHs from the six individual neurons. Each TBH is
constructed from the presentation of the Sample lever (SP) ;5 sec before the Sample Response (SR) through the interposed Delay interval if the trial
was 30 sec, up to the Last Nosepoke (LNP) and nonmatch response (NR), terminating at the intertrial interval (ITI) 5 sec later. To accommodate trials
with varying durations of the interposed delay, the 30–40 sec segments were not plotted. Each bin rate during the delay was normalized according to
the number of averaged trials. Right, TBHs for the same neurons (1-6 ) averaged over the same number of 30 sec delay trials on (Figure legend continues)
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78% multi-event firing (x2 5 14.7; p , 0.01) after CX516
administration.

Noncarryover and hippocampal activity

In the companion article (Hampson et al., 1998), it was shown that
for unknown reasons, 3 of the 12 animals that received the same
injection regimen of CX516 showed greatly reduced or minimal
“carryover” of facilitated DNMS performance to intervening
vehicle days. These three animals exhibited significant improve-
ment in DNMS performance, but only during the first half (i.e.,

35–40 min) of each CX516 testing session. Performance in the
second half was reduced to near predrug levels (Hampson et al.,
1998; their Fig. 7). A critical test of the relationship of hippocam-
pal activity to the behavioral effects of CX516 was therefore
whether the transient improvement in the three noncarryover
animals was also accompanied by biphasic changes in hippocam-
pal cell firing on the same trials.

A three-way ANOVA showed that the overall within-trial firing
rate in the first half of the CX516 session in these three “non-
carryover” animals (Hampson et al., 1998) was significantly ele-

4

day 25 at the end of CX516 administration. Inset waveforms show the discriminated extracellular action potentials for each single neuron isolated from
separate wires on the electrode array recorded on days 8 and 25, respectively. Calibration: 50 mV, 200 msec. Trial events are labeled in TBH of neuron
1 by dashed vertical lines. Horizontal axis of TBHs depicts time (bin width 5 100 msec); vertical axis indicates mean firing rate in Hz normalized to the
number of trials.

Figure 3. TBHs for three hippocampal neurons recorded from a different animal in the carryover group, plotted for 7 d of CX516 administration. TBHs
were constructed for each neuron from sessions of 100 DNMS trials, all at delays of 30–40 sec (see Fig. 2) over the consecutive days numbered in the
center column under Neuron 2 (i.e., 9 5 day 9, 10 5 day 10, etc.). Drug (D) or vehicle (V ) days are indicated to the lef t of the middle TBHs. The same
neurons were assumed to be recorded within each ensemble on consecutive days throughout the course of CX516 administration because there was no
change in waveform or shape of TBH. Note persistent firing changes on vehicle days ( V ) when CX516 was not administered. TBH construction and labels
are the same as Figure 2.
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vated relative to the second half of the session (mean first half 5
5.22 6 0.67 Hz; mean second half 5 3.39 6 0.79 Hz; F(1,431) 5
10.79; p , 0.01) and to the Pre-CX516 baseline firing rate (mean
baseline 5 2.31 Hz 6 0.53; F(1,431) 5 17.44; p , 0.001). Also the
overall firing rate in the first half of the drug session was signif-
icantly higher than during the first half of the intervening vehicle
sessions (mean first half vehicle 5 2.24 6 0.47 Hz; F(1,431) 5
15.11; p , 0.001). Firing in the first half-session for noncarryover
animals also increased on successive drug days and was not
significantly different from the carryover group across the first 5 d
of CX516 exposure (F(9,431) 5 1.48; NS). However, on the last 4
drug days, firing in the noncarryover group was slightly lower than
in the carryover group (mean noncarryover 5 4.79 6 0.41 Hz;
mean carryover 5 5.88 6 0.52 Hz; F(7,431) 5 2.66; p , 0.05).

The above daily firing changes closely matched the behavioral
profile of the noncarryover group over the same testing days
(Hampson et al., 1998, their Fig. 7). Firing rate in the second half
of the session was marginally elevated relative to Pre-CX516
session rates (mean Pre-CX516 second half 5 2.27 6 0.41 Hz;
F(1,431) 5 3.97; p , 0.05), but not when compared with the second
half of intervening vehicle sessions (mean second half vehicle 5
2.41 6 0.39 Hz; F(1,431) 5 2.19; NS). The slightly increased firing
in the second half of the drug session across days was consistent
in all three animals (F(4,431) 5 1.72; NS), and most likely reflected
residual effects of CX516, the half-life of which was estimated at
40 min in a session of 90 min duration (Hampson et al., 1998,
their Fig. 7).

Neurons recorded from the three animals in the noncarryover
group exhibited the same firing correlates as animals in the
carryover group before CX516 exposure (Fig. 2). Figure 5 shows
six different neurons in an ensemble recorded from a noncar-

ryover animal, in which most exhibited “single-event”-type firing.
However, in contrast to animals in the carryover group (see
above), exposure to CX516 did not change the neurons to a
multi-event firing mode. Although neurons 1, 3, 5, and 6 in Figure
5 showed marked increases in firing rate (especially within the
Delay), they did not extend their firing correlates to other task
phases. Neurons 2 and 4 on the other hand, showed increased
firing only in the single events that they encoded, and no change
in rate in other portions of the trial during CX516 exposure. Of
the total population of neurons (n 5 20) in the noncarryover
group, only 25% (n 5 5) showed multi-event firing correlates
after exposure to CX516, which was very close to the percentage
in the Pre-CX516 condition for the carryover group and overall
for the control group. It is interesting that the composite ensem-
ble TBHs before and after CX516 treatment for the Noncar-
ryover group (Fig. 5, bottom) were similar to the composite TBHs
for the Carryover group (Figs. 2, 5, compare Ensemble TBHs),
indicating that the information represented across neurons in
each group of animals was nearly the same. Therefore, much of
the information represented by the larger percentage of multi-
event neurons in the carryover group was apparently “redundant”
(Hampson and Deadwyler, 1996b; Deadwyler and Hampson,
1997), a circumstance that could have led to improved DNMS
performance on intervening vehicle days.

To illustrate this transient facilitation of hippocampal en-
semble firing in noncarryover animals, Figure 6 shows the first
versus second half session changes in ensemble TBHs (n 5 8
neurons in the ensemble) from another animal in this group.
During the first half of the drug session, firing was increased in
the ensemble in the same manner as for multi-event neurons in
the carryover group (Figs. 2, 3). However, in the second half of

Figure 4. Transition from single- to multi-event firing pattern of a single hippocampal neuron before and after treatment with CX516. Pre, Single neuron
TBHs recorded from an animal in the carryover group constructed (as in Fig. 2) from DNMS trials, but sorted according to firing on Left (top) or Right
(bottom) Sample trials. Each TBH consisted of 50 DNMS trials of a given type recorded on day 8 of testing (Pre-CX516). Note increased firing restricted
to the Sample phase (i.e., at the SR) of the trial, with no increase in firing during the Delay or Recognition phases. The asterisks on the Left or Right
SRs indicate the differentiated peak discharge latency for those respective trial types. CX516, TBHs for the same neuron on Left versus Right trial types
recorded on day 25 of testing (Post-CX516). Firing was expanded to include additional events within the DNMS task. Asterisks indicate that the same
differential temporal discharge at the Sample response (SR) was maintained on Left versus Right Sample trials. In addition, firing rate increased across
the delay interval on both types of trial, and Left versus Right trials were further distinguished by differential amplitude of the NR firing in the same
neuron. TBHs and labels were constructed as described above in Figure 2.
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Figure 5. Individual TBHs from six hippocampal neurons recorded from an animal in the noncarryover group before and during exposure to CX516.
Single neuron TBHs (top) were constructed as in Figure 2, with the Ensemble composite TBHs (bottom) reflecting the average of the six individual
TBHs. Left, TBHs were constructed for each neuron during the first half of the session (50 trials) on Pre-CX516 day 8. Note that each neuron exhibited
“single-event” firing only with increased firing in the Sample or Recognition phase, but not both. However, the composite ensemble TBH (bottom) for
neurons 1-6 demonstrated a firing pattern that included increased Sample, Delay, and Recognition phase firing. Right, TBHs summed over the first (half )
50 DNMS trials of CX516 session day 25 for comparison with day 8. Note enhancement of Pre-CX516 pattern, but neurons continued to fire in
single-event mode. However, composite TBH (bottom) exhibited nearly the same overall ensemble firing pattern as the composite TBH for the carryover
group (Fig. 2). Inset, Waveforms show the discriminated extracellular action potentials for each neuron on the respective recording days. Calibration:
50 mV, 200 msec.
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the same drug session, and on the following vehicle day, firing
in the ensemble was considerably decreased. Interestingly, the
ensemble firing in the second half of the session of day 25 near
the end of drug treatment and on the following vehicle day (day
26) closely resembled firing in the first half of the session
during early exposure to the drug (day 9, top), whereas firing
in the first half of the session (day 25, top), was markedly
elevated in all phases of the task. Thus, firing was progressively
increased across ensembles of neurons (Fig. 5) (even on non-
drug days) in the noncarryover group by CX516, but the
changes were not associated with alterations in single event
firing patterns, as in the carryover group.

Selective effects of CX516 on delay firing: correct
versus error trials
As described above (Fig. 1D), overall firing rate in the Delay was
markedly and selectively increased on long versus short delay

trials. The necessity to understand the significance of Delay firing
for performance required sorting Delay firing by Correct versus
Error trials. In the Pre-CX516 sessions, overall firing rates within
the Delay did not differ for Correct or Error trials (Pre-CX516
correct trials 5 1.91 6 0.43 Hz; Pre-CX516 error trials 5 2.08 6
0.51 Hz; F(1,800) 5 0.89; NS). However, after CX516 administra-
tion there was a marked difference (Post-CX516 correct trials 5
5.88 6 0.72 Hz; Post-CX516 error trials 5 2.37 6 0.61 Hz; F(1,800)

5 92.81; p , 0.001). Furthermore, an analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) revealed that firing in the Delay interval (.20 sec)
after CX516 exposure became correlated on a day-to-day basis
with successful DNMS performance (F(1,286) 5 5.60; p , 0.01;
ANCOVA). As shown in Figure 1B, this correlation followed the
emergence of increased firing in the Sample phase on the same
days that DNMS performance began to improve (F(1,286) 5 6.65;
p , 0.01; ANCOVA). Thus, increased Sample firing and behav-

Figure 6. Composite TBHs of ensemble firing patterns from another animal in the noncarryover group constructed from eight hippocampal neurons
in an ensemble with heterogeneous firing patterns (see Fig. 5). Composite TBHs are separated into first and second half drug session firing (50 trials
each) and the next intervening vehicle session (first 50 trials), on days 9 (first drug day), 17 (fifth drug day), and 25 (last drug day). Note marked reduction
in firing during second half and vehicle sessions as well as reduction in carryover to vehicle session. Composite TBHs averaged across noncarryover
ensembles were constructed the same as in Figures 2 and 5.
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ioral improvement preceded slightly the alterations in Delay
firing associated with the drug. This would be expected, given the
demands of the DNMS task, if firing in the delay is representative
of what is encoded in the Sample phase (Deadwyler et al., 1996a).

The above correlation suggests that firing across the Delay
within a trial differentiated Correct versus Error trials. These
differences were detected and are illustrated in Figure 7 as
changes in the topography of firing during the Delay interval.
Two measures captured the important topographical features of
Delay firing on Correct versus Error trials. The first was the
subsequent difference in firing between the peak of the SR and
the rapid decline or “trough” that occurred between 0 and 10 sec
after the SR peak (Fig. 7, SR-Trough measure). The second
measure was the difference in firing from the Trough to subse-
quent peak firing in the Delay interval measured at the LNP (Fig.
7, Trough-pDelay). Both measures revealed highly significant dif-
ferences in firing topography in the Delay between Correct and
Error trials in the Pre-CX516 condition (SR-Trough: Pre-CX516
Correct 5 1.64 6 0.17 Hz vs Pre-CX516 Error 5 0.57 6 0.15 Hz;
F(1,800) 5 6.17; p , 0.01; Trough-pDelay: Pre-CX516 Correct 5
0.82 6 0.11 Hz vs Pre-CX516 Error 5 0.12 6 0.06 Hz; F(1,800) 5
7.17; p , 0.001). The SR-Trough difference was 66% smaller on
Error than on Correct trials, whereas the Trough-pDelay measure
was reduced by 85% on Error versus Correct trials. These differ-
ences are shown for the carryover group in Figure 8A. There
were no differences in any of these measures between Pre-CX516
carryover and Control group Delay firing.

After CX516 administration, major increases appeared in both
of these measures for Correct trials only. For the SR-Trough,
CX516 Correct trial mean increased to 482%, and for Trough-
pDelay the increase was 643% relative to the Pre-CX516 Correct
values (F(1,800) . 171.03 (both); p , 0.001). These same two

measures for Error trials showed only minimal (SR-Trough
CX516 Error increases 102%; F(1,800) 5 6.41; p , 0.01) or no
changes (Trough-pDelay CX516 Error was not significant) during
CX516 administration. On day 17 (fifth day of CX516 adminis-
tration) there was a marked increase in the Trough-pDelay mea-
sure and corresponding smaller daily increments in the SR-
Trough measure over the remainder of CX516 sessions (Fig. 8A).
These same differences existed on intervening drug days and in
the Post-CX516 period. Figure 8A also shows that DNMS per-
formance (dotted line) closely tracked the increases in Delay firing
on Correct trials as represented by the two measures. Finally, the
same two measures failed to indicate any comparable changes
(with the exception of the small increase in T-pD on day 17) in
Delay firing on Error trials over the same time period.

Figure 8B shows the same two measures for the noncarryover
group taken over the first half of the session only, when the drug
effects were most prominent. It is clear that neither the SR-
Trough (SR-T) nor the Trough-pDelay (T-pD) measures were
elevated to the same degree over the time course of CX516
administration as in the carryover group (Fig. 8A). In addition,
the oscillatory nature of the changes on drug versus vehicle days
shows that delay firing on Correct trials was also susceptible to the
lack of persistence of drug effects in the same manner as reflected
in the behavioral performance of this group (dotted line). Vehicle
day firing is shown as solid symbols, reflecting a significant in-
crease in Correct trial Delay firing over Pre-CX516 levels, but not
to the same extent as in the first half of the session. As in the
carryover group, changes in firing on Error trials were also
minimal across the entire 32 d CX516 testing period.

The marked increases in Delay firing shown in Figure 8A,B
were not present in the Control group at any stage of the study,
which is consistent with the corresponding lack of behavioral

Figure 7. Distinction between single neuron TBH firing patterns on Correct versus Error trials. Pre, TBHs from a single neuron recorded from an
animal in the CX516 carryover group reconstructed from long delay (30–40 sec) correct (lef t) or error (right) trials on day 8 of testing (Pre-CX516). Note
the reduced SR and ramp-like firing in the Delay but maintained NR firing on error trials. CX516, TBHs from same neuron show enhanced differences
in firing between correct and error trials recorded on day 25 of testing (CX516 ). Note similarity in error trial TBHs before and during CX516
administration. Inset shows extracellular action potential waveforms used to construct TBHs recorded from the same electrode on days 8 (Pre) and 25
(CX516 ). Calibration: 50 mV, 200 msec. Arrows indicate differential firing rate measures used to determine changes in firing topography across the delay
interval. SR-Trough, Difference between peak firing during the Sample phase, and minimum firing “trough” in the early (5–10 sec) portion of the Delay.
Trough-pDelay, Difference between the same trough measure and the peak (maximal) firing achieved afterward within the delay (20–40 sec to LNP).
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Figure 8. Mean firing rate changes in the Delay interval between Correct and Error trials over all hippocampal neurons recorded from animals in the
carryover versus noncarryover groups. A, Carryover, SR-Trough (SR-T ) and Trough-pDelay (T-pD) measures of Delay firing (see Fig. 7) were assessed
on 30–40 sec delay trials for the Carryover group. Symbols indicate the mean rate (6SEMs) of increase across animals for correct (square and diamond)
and error trials (regular and inverted triangles), as a percentage of predrug firing on correct trials. Because most error trials did not show distinct “troughs”
(Fig. 7), SR-T and T-pD means were below correct trial levels. Open symbols (Drug) indicate CX516 administration days; filled symbols (No Drug) indicate
vehicle-only days. The dashed line indicates mean percent increase in correct DNMS behavioral performance (right axis) on the same trials for all nine
animals. Error bars indicate largest SEMs for each curve. B, Noncarryover, SR-T and T-pD measures of Delay firing for the first 50 trials each day for
the noncarryover group. Axes are scaled the same as in A to illustrate differences in mean firing across all 20 neurons and DNMS performance increase
over 32 d testing period. Only the first 50 trials per session were used to calculate CX516 firing rate and DNMS performance measures. Firing rate and
performance during the second 50 trials on drug days (not shown) were reduced to similar levels as on nondrug days ( filled symbols). After cessation
of CX516 treatment, both SR-T and T-pD measures were elevated but decreased steadily toward baseline. Symbols and axes are the same as in A.
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improvement over the same time course (Fig. 1A). The specificity
of CX516 action on relevant neural processes was revealed by
examination of the firing of simultaneously recorded theta cells
(Fox and Ranck, 1981) before and after drug administration in
these same animals (Fig. 9). Although the overall firing rate for
the theta cell shown in Figure 9 was increased from 14.8 6 2.1 to
20.3 6 2.3 Hz, there was no specific change in firing during
particular DNMS task-relevant events. This was true for six theta
cells recorded across five different animals.

Effect of CX516 on firing correlates of
proactive interference
Previous studies have demonstrated that after long delay trials in
which an error is committed [long delay error (LDE) trials], there
is a strong tendency for animals in this task to change their
behavioral response strategy which “proactively interferes” with
performance on the next trial (Hampson and Deadwyler, 1996a;
Hampson et al., 1998). Such a shift in strategy reflects an attempt
to maximize the (chance) probability that the next trial presented
after the LDE will provide a strongly encoded SR that can
survive the potential occurrence of a second long delay trial. To
accomplish this, animals deliberately encode the next Sample
response (regardless of position) the same as the position of the
error on the last (LDE) trial. The strategy generates a perfor-
mance curve after an erroneous lever response (NR in the LDE)
that is nearly identical to the probability of presentation of the
“same” or “different” lever (SP) in the Sample phase of the next

trial (Hampson and Deadwyler, 1996a; Hampson et al., 1998). As
shown in the companion article (Hampson et al., 1998), the
tendency to invoke this strategy was virtually abolished after
CX516 administration (Hampson et al., 1998, their Fig. 6). It
therefore becomes important to determine whether the reduction
of this tendency was accompanied by an alteration of hippocam-
pal neuron activity that could be related to CX516’s abolishment
of this proactive interference effect.

Because the marked shift in strategy occurred after an LDE
trial, we examined firing in the ITI between the end of an LDE
and the Sample phase of the next trial, where the strategy shif t was
invoked. In the absence of drug there was a significant elevation in
ITI firing after LDE trials compared with Correct trials (Pre-
CX516 LDE ITI 5 3.34 6 0.16 Hz; Pre-CX516 Correct ITI 5
1.23 6 0.16 Hz; F(1,800) 5 28.17; p , 0.001). This resulted in
distinct peak-to-trough and overall ITI firing rate differences
after the NR on Correct versus Error trials.

More important, however, were the transitions in firing be-
tween the ITI and SR on the next trial. After firing was reduced
in the ITI after the NR on a previous Correct trial, it then
“ramped up” to differential peak latencies, from the SP, depend-
ing on the position of the lever responded to in the Sample phase
(Fig. 4). Average Sample peak discharge latencies on Correct
trials for six of nine ensembles recorded from carryover animals
for right (3.93 6 0.27 sec) versus left (6.71 6 0.54 sec) SR
positions were significantly different from each other (F(1,231) 5
14.53; p , 0.001). The other three ensembles encoded right and
left lever positions on Correct trials with peak latencies that were
the opposite of those. Therefore all animals exhibited shifts in
peak latency as a means of encoding the position of the SR on
Correct trials (Fig. 10). On the trial after an LDE, the peak
latencies were significantly reversed (F(1,231) 5 11.33; p , 0.001)
and did not correspond to the actual position of the lever in the
Sample phase (F(1,231) 5 0.15; p 5 0.67). Thus, the SR of the next
trial after an LDE was “miscoded” in terms of the wrong latency-
to-peak firing. This is shown in the split-half TBHs in Figure 10
as a lack of correspondence between the location of the triangle
and asterisk and the firing peak latencies associated with the SRs
of the next trial (Fig. 10, Pre, top and bottom). This miscode was
the same position as the NR (error) on the previous LDE (Fig.
10, NR, top and bottom), occurred on ;50% of trials, and corre-
lated behaviorally with the shift to a maximization strategy
(Hampson et al., 1998). In accordance with the strategy, if the
Sample lever was the same position as the NR (error) in the
previous LDE trial, that SR was encoded correctly. Thus, mis-
codes that occurred in the Sample phase of the next trial resulted
from a mismatch between the position of the NR (error) in the
preceding LDE and the current SR and was likely the basis for the
proactive interference effect (cf. CX516, Fig. 10, top and bottom).

As shown in the companion article (Hampson et al., 1998),
CX516 markedly reduced proactive interference and the ten-
dency to invoke this maximizing strategy. A change in firing after
LDE trials would be consistent with the above hippocampal cell
correlates of interference with sample encoding. After exposure
to CX516, the firing pattern after LDE trials was virtually iden-
tical to that obtained on Correct trials (CX516 mean LDE 5
2.47 6 0.24 Hz; CX516 mean Correct 5 2.58 6 0.23 Hz; F(1,800)

5 0.07; p 5 0.79). In addition, after CX516 exposure there were
no significant “miscodes” of SR peak latencies on trials after LDE
trials (F(1,231) 5 0.11; p 5 0.74), as shown by their alignments with
the asterisk and triangle in Figure 10 (CX516). CX516 blockade
of these proactive changes in firing tendency in hippocampal

Figure 9. Firing changes of hippocampal theta cell during DNMS trials
before and after CX516 administration. Top, TBH for a CA1 hippocam-
pal theta cell averaged over all 100 DNMS trials on day 8 (Pre-CX516).
Bottom, TBH for the same theta cell on day 25, after CX516 administra-
tion. Inset shows the extracellular action potential waveform. Calibration:
50 mV, 200 msec.
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neurons is therefore a candidate mechanism for the observed
disappearance of the behavioral strategy shift after LDE trials
reported in the companion article (Hampson et al., 1998).

DISCUSSION
Enhanced hippocampal activity and
DNMS performance
Previous studies have shown the necessity of an intact hippocam-
pus to perform this DNMS task (Dunnett, 1989). More recently
it was shown that ibotenate lesions that remove the entire hip-
pocampus and spare retrohippocampal structures seriously im-
pair DNMS behavior in this task in a delay-dependent manner
(Hampson et al., 1995). The issue examined by these recording
studies is therefore not whether the hippocampus contributes to
DNMS performance but rather, which aspects of hippocampal

activity are critical to that performance. The ampakine CX516
caused unprecedented improvement in DNMS performance and
did so with considerable behavioral selectivity (Hampson et al.,
1998). Drugs such as CX516 therefore have obvious use in deter-
mining the connection between hippocampal neural activity and
performance.

The electrophysiological analyses described here collectively
indicate that several definitive changes in hippocampal cell firing
occurred after the alternating day treatment regimen with
CX516. Those changes were positively correlated and consistent
with improved DNMS performance in the same animals (Hamp-
son et al., 1998). In no instances were the hippocampal firing
correlates described above seriously dissociated from the behav-
ioral effects of the drug. Further evidence for a functional rela-
tionship between changes in hippocampal cell activity and im-

Figure 10. Proactive influence of LDEs on task-relevant hippocampal cell firing. Split-half composite TBHs show continuous neural activity from the
last part (Recognition Recog phase) of a previous (Prev) LDE trial, across the intervening Intertrial Interval (ITI ), and then terminating after the Sample
phase of the subsequent (Next) trial. Pre, The split-half TBHs on the lef t are from day 8 (Pre-CX516) of testing and show firing peaks at the NR (error)
responses (top TBH 5 Left; bottom TBH 5 Right) at the termination of the (Prev) LDE trial and the corresponding latency differentiated firing peaks
to the SR (top 5 Right; bottom 5 Left) in the Sample phase on the subsequent (Next) trial. Locations of symbols are associated with latency of peak firing
on Correct trials: triangle, SR (Right); asterisk, SR (Left). CX516, Split-half TBHs on day 25 of testing (last day of CX516 administration). Similar Left
(top) and Right (bottom) NRs (errors) and firing are shown on the preceding LDE trial. Peak firing patterns for the Right (top) and Left (bottom)
respective SRs on the subsequent (Next) trial are labeled as to appropriate encoding of position (top 5 R.Sample; bottom 5 L.Sample) determined by the
fact that the same peak firing patterns occur on correct trials. The time course of each split-half TBH was synchronized at the nonmatch response (NR)
and averaged over six hippocampal ensembles (n 5 37 neurons) from six different animals in the carryover group. The intertrial interval (ITI ) between
NR and presentation of the sample lever (SP) was 10 sec for each trial (tick marks 5 1 sec). The mean duration of the interval from SP to sample response
(SR) was 4.1 6 0.27 sec for all trials and hence did not vary for Left versus Right SRs. LDE, Long delay error trial; SP, sample lever presentation; ITI,
intertrial interval; SR, sample lever response; NR, nonmatch response; Recog., recognition phase; Sample, sample phase; Prev, previous trial; Next, trial
after the LDE and ITI; triangle, correct peak latency for Right SR; asterisks, correct peak latency for Left SR.
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proved DNMS performance came from the fact that both the
behavioral and physiological effects of CX516 showed similar
time courses over treatment days (Fig. 1). Finally, the ampakine
enhanced a pattern of activity associated with correct (but not
error) performance in the task that was differentially expressed
on more difficult to perform trials with long delays.

CX516-induced firing changes in hippocampal cells
Examination of the effects of CX516 on hippocampal cell firing
helps to explain how the ampakine facilitated DNMS perfor-
mance. The progressive daily facilitation of behavior and the
concomitant enhancement of hippocampal neuron activity sug-
gest that the ampakine CX516 targeted hippocampal glutamater-
gic processes involved in successful DNMS performance. As
shown in Figure 1, enhanced cell firing appeared differentially in
the three task phases (first in the Sample phase, 1–2 d later in the
Delay phase, and finally 2–4 d later in the Recognition phase).
This succession of changes is consistent with the order of task-
relevant events within a trial and suggests that enhanced firing in
earlier phases (Sample and Delay) was necessary to provoke
changes in the later phase (Recognition). It therefore may be
necessary for performance to be facilitated before firing is incre-
mented in these later phases of the task. The significance of these
progressive changes may lie in the interaction between alterations
in performance that accompany Sample firing and potential feed-
back to alter firing in the Delay and Recognition phases.

The increase in the proportion of multi-event neurons from 29
to 78% (x2 5 14.7; p , 0.01) in the carryover group indicates that
CX516 permanently altered the mode of hippocampal cell firing
to include additional critical task relevant events (Fig. 4). We have
defined such firing tendencies within hippocampal neurons as
“disjunctive” (Eichenbaum et al., 1994; Hampson and Deadwyler,
1996b), which under normal circumstances exists in a small per-
centage (,30%) of recorded hippocampal neurons (Hampson et
al., 1993). Multi-event (disjunctive) neurons encode at least two
task-relevant events differentially on any given trial, whereas
single-event neurons encode only one. The net effect of this
change in proportion of multi-event neurons would be to increase
the “redundancy” of the information encoded across the same
ensemble of cells on any given trial (Figs. 2, 5). Perhaps more
importantly, the increased proportion of multi-event neurons as
seen in carryover animals (Fig. 2) would allow for effective
pattern encoding by a smaller number of (disjunctive) neurons in
the ensemble than ensembles of single-event neurons. Allocation
of such additional encoding tendencies to neuron ensembles in
carryover animals could well improve DNMS performance, be-
cause as we have documented previously, “strong” (i.e., redun-
dant) Sample “codes” within hippocampal populations are more
likely to persist across long delay intervals than weak codes
(Hampson and Deadwyler, 1996a).

Pharmacologically dependent effects of CX516
For unknown reasons, in 3 of the 12 animals tested, CX516
influenced behavior and hippocampal activity over a time period
consistent with the known metabolic half-life of the ampakine in
the brain (Hampson et al., 1998), roughly 35–40 min of the testing
session. Although it is obvious that the same facilitative effects of
the drug were present (but truncated) in the noncarryover group,
it is not at all clear why both performance and associated cell
firing rates appeared to depend closely on the pharmacokinetics
of drug action in these and not other animals (Fig. 6). It is possible
that the same basic mechanism(s) was triggered in both groups in

the presence of the drugs (Staubli et al., 1994a; Rogers, 1997), but
for some reason were not maintained or converted to permanent
status in the noncarryover animals. With respect to hippocampal
activity, some insight is gained from the fact that only 25% of
hippocampal neurons (in contrast to 78% in the carryover group)
were converted to multi-event (disjunctive) firing status in the
noncarryover group even during behaviorally facilitated portions
of the drug session (Fig. 5). The enhanced DNMS performance
was attributable largely to the elevated firing of single-event cells
(Fig. 5) that did not persist beyond the direct pharmacological
actions of the drug (35–40 min) in the noncarryover group (Fig.
6). Such drug-induced firing may have been sufficient to generate
the necessary task-relevant firing patterns across the entire en-
semble (Fig. 5), but only while drug levels remained high. Because
multiple task-relevant features were not encoded in single neu-
rons, increased levels of performance in noncarryover animals
may not have been possible without the ensemble synchronization
provided by the ampakine.

Effects of CX516 on hippocampal activity related to
reduced proactive interference
The proactive influence generated in trials (of any length delay)
that immediately followed LDE trials was substantially reduced
by CX516. Before CX516, the differentiated temporal firing pat-
terns miscoded the lever pressed in the Sample phase of the next
trial (Fig. 10) (Hampson and Deadwyler, 1996a). This generated
errors on the trials that were different from the preceding LDE
and correct responses that were the same, regardless of delay
(Hampson et al., 1998, their Fig. 6). After CX516, clearly differ-
entiated temporal firing patterns were correctly generated to
either left or right lever position responses (SR) in the Sample
phase after LDE trials (Fig. 10, CX516). Indeed, the reduction in
the number of miscode errors on trials after LDEs and the
resultant elimination of proactive interference in DNMS perfor-
mance were some of the more dramatic effects of exposure to the
ampakine. The fact that CX516 specifically targeted the “mis-
code” effect after LDEs provided insight into a neurophysiolog-
ical process that interfered directly with encoding, and consti-
tuted the basis for the observed behavioral expression of
proactive interference.

Effects of ampakines on neuronal processes
Studies of excised patches from neuronal membranes have shown
that positive modulators of AMPA/KA-type glutamate receptors
produce a mixture of two effects: (1) reduction in the rate at
which the receptors desensitize and (2) a slowing of the deacti-
vation time leading to prolongation of currents elicited by very
brief (1 msec) pulses of AMPA receptor agonists (Arai et al.,
1995). Cyclothiazide and other benzothiadiazides markedly affect
desensitization of receptor-gated processes but not deactivation
of AMPA receptors. Ampakines, however, alter both processes
with proportional affects varying between the two types of drugs
(Arai et al., 1995; Partin et al., 1995, 1996). Similar analyses
indicate that changes in the deactivation rate are attributable to a
change in channel opening–closing rates or a reduction in the
transmitter dissociation rate constant for agonist binding to the
receptor or both (Partin et al., 1996). CX516 is unusual among
the ampakines because the balance of its actions are shifted
toward slowing deactivation (Arai et al., 1995).

Given the above action of ampakines in modifying AMPA
channel properties, repeated exposure may have produced long-
term functional changes in hippocampal cell firing in the DNMS
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task. The effects of ampakines such as CX516 on desensitization–
deactivation of AMPA channels in hippocampal slices shift the
dose–effect curve for glutamate to the left, making smaller quan-
tities of glutamate more effective in producing ligand-gated ex-
tracellular current (Lynch and Baudry, 1991; Larson et al., 1995).
It is noteworthy, therefore, that reported concentrations of am-
pakines as well as the relative potencies of different ampakines on
AMPA receptor-mediated current in patch–slice studies are pre-
dictive of the dosages and blood levels needed to elicit behavioral
changes (Staubli et al., 1994a,b; Rogan et al., 1997; Hampson et
al., 1998). Because ampakines such as CX516 readily cross the
blood–brain barrier (Rogers, 1997), AMPA receptors with fast
excitatory transmission are the probable sites involved in the
effects described here.

Potential mechanisms of ampakine facilitation of
DNMS performance
Any of the above ampakine-sensitive processes could be either
directly or indirectly responsible for the observed changes in
DNMS task-relevant firing of hippocampal neurons. The rela-
tively “weak” differentiation between Correct and Error trials
under nondrug conditions shown in Figures 5, 6, and 8 (Pre-
CX516) suggests that the majority of hippocampal neurons do not
normally participate fully in encoding information in DNMS-
type tasks. Substantial evidence exists for Sample encoding in
short-term memory tasks in other anatomically related structures,
such as perirhinal cortex or parasubiculum (cf. Eichenbaum et al.,
1994); therefore hippocampal participation may be required to
some extent but is not normally sufficient to maintain perfor-
mance. However, after exposure to the ampakine, encoding by
hippocampal neurons was altered drastically to represent more
than one event within a trial and to fire in more than one phase
of the task (Fig. 4). This could have reduced the “difficulty” of the
task in animals given CX516 via improved delay-dependent rep-
resentation of stimulus properties in task-activated hippocampal
cells (Hampson et al., 1998, their Fig. 5).

The building of new and the strengthening of existing associ-
ations by the ampakines, in addition to explaining improved
DNMS performance, might also account for the persistence of
the improved performance in the absence of ampakine. That is,
the consequences of enhanced “learning” that were readily ex-
pressed (on nondrug days) without further contribution from the
ampakine may have resulted from associations formed in previous
(drug) testing sessions. Mechanistically, ampakines through their
known fast glutamatergic excitatory action could facilitate hip-
pocampal cell firing to other task-relevant cues, associations, or
representation (Staubli et al., 1994b), effectively changing such
cells from single- to multi-event status (Fig. 4). Calculations
indicate that only a small percentage of the cells in a sparsely
connected neural network, like hippocampus, will receive a suf-
ficient number of inputs from any given “sensory event” necessary
for their activation (Lynch and Granger, 1991; Granger et al.,
1994, 1996). Thus the majority of “neurons” recorded would be
expected on this basis to show single event correlates and be
sparsely distributed within the ensemble (much like the Pre-
CX516 ensemble firing shown in Figs. 2 and 5).

Drugs that positively modulate AMPA receptors increase the
degree of depolarization at each active synapse, a condition that
could lower the number of inputs required for hippocampal cell
activation (Arai and Lynch, 1992). Applied to the current DNMS
context, ampakines, by facilitating fast excitatory transmission
(Arai et al., 1995), could amplify weak sensory inputs on single-

event cells into an effective range to convert them to multi-event
firing status through known associative mechanisms. The recent
studies of polysynaptic potentiation by Yeckel and Berger (1998)
demonstrate that the ampakine need only affect one set of syn-
apses within a circuit to promote potentiation in other synaptic
connections because this would be sufficient to alter the temporal
patterning of inputs to “downstream” cells. This notion is sup-
ported by the findings here showing that changes in Sample phase
firing appeared to be “permissive” for subsequent changes in
activity in the Delay and Recognition phases of the task (Fig. 1B).
Modeling studies (Lynch and Granger, 1991) have shown that
“relaxing” the input requirements to hippocampal neural net-
works has the effect of broadening the range of signals or inputs
to which cells are able to respond. Thus, the positive modulatory
effects of ampakines might allow circumvention of existing limi-
tations on hippocampal cell responsiveness that under nondrug
conditions cannot be violated because of “biological constraints”
imposed by the fixed density of connections within hippocampus.

In summary, performance of the DNMS task after exposure to
CX516 was facilitated to a large degree by providing immunity to
three major sources of errors that normally suppress responding
in the DNMS task. First, CX516 maximized encoding of the
Sample response. Second, it maintained representation of the
Sample response at an amplified level across critical (i.e., later)
portions of the intervening Delay interval. Third, it prevented
proactive interference from selective types of previous error
trials. These changes are consistent with the hypothesis that
hippocampal neuronal activity participates critically to encode
and represent events in the DNMS task. These findings, together
with the initial encouraging evidence that CX516 is also effective
in humans (Lynch et al., 1996), provide an expectation that many
of the deficiencies resulting from loss of short-term memory might
be reversible by ampakines such as CX516.
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